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Lamin A/C is a nuclear protein with multiple functions in normal and diseased cells. As lamin A/C has a variety of critical

roles within the cell, mutations of the lamin A/C gene and incorrect processing of the protein results in a wide variety of

diseases, ranging from striated muscle disorders to accelerated aging diseases.
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1. Introduction

Lamin A/C is a protein found in the nuclear lamina of cells . It has many roles in cells, from maintaining nuclear shape

to regulating gene expression . As it plays many roles in the cell, it is also involved in various diseases and cancers

. One cancer it has been shown to affect is prostate cancer . Better understanding of lamin A/C’s role in prostate

cancer could help with a more accurate diagnosis of prostate cancer and ensuring patients receive appropriate treatment

.

2. Lamin Proteins

Lamin A/C belongs to the lamin family of proteins . Lamins are 60–80 kDa proteins, which were previously thought to

only be found in metazoans, however, lamin-like proteins in non-metazoans, such as NE81 found in Dictyostelium
discoideum, have since been discovered . Lamins come in two varieties, A-type lamins and B-type lamins .

Lamin A and lamin C are A-type lamins, commonly referred to together as lamin A/C . Lamin A and Lamin C mRNA

are produced by the same gene via alternative splicing, and, as they are quite similar, they are frequently studied together

and referred to as lamin A/C . While fibroblasts containing only lamin A or lamin C have a slightly abnormal nuclear

shape, it appears only either lamin A or lamin C is sufficient for survival as mice made to express only lamin A or lamin C

appear normal and healthy . At least one A-type lamin is necessary for survival . Several mouse models have

been made to demonstrate this observation. The mouse model frequently used to show lamin A/C knockdown has exons

8–11 deleted, and these mice typically die 4–8 weeks after birth ; however, this model still expresses a truncated form

of lamin A . Kim et al. found that Lmna  mice, which have a 357 base pair fragment of the LMNA gene deleted, do not

express truncated lamin A/C, and these mice die even sooner, at 16–18 days after birth .

Lamin proteins are intermediate filaments . Intermediate filaments are divided into six subtypes, of which lamin

proteins are type V . Intermediate filaments, which are part of the cellular cytoskeleton, have an average diameter of

10–12 nm, which is in between the diameters of actin and microtubules, hence the name “intermediate” . However, at

an average diameter of 3.5 nm, a lamin A/C filament is thinner than the average intermediate filament . Intermediate

filaments are quite sturdy and can withstand stretching and bending without being damaged; therefore, their role in cells

usually has to do with cellular morphology and mechanics .

While some lamins are nucleoplasmic, most lamins in the cell are found in the nuclear lamina . The nuclear

lamina is a meshwork of A- and B-type lamins found under the inner nuclear membrane . Both A- and B-type nuclear

lamin proteins have many different roles in the cell. The nuclear lamina provides structural support to the nucleus, thereby

maintaining proper nuclear morphology . The nuclear lamina also links the cytoskeleton to the nucleoskeleton via

Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) complexes, which are composed of Sad1/UNC-84 (SUN) domain

proteins and Klarischt/ANC-1/Syne homology (KASH) domain proteins . The LINC complex SUN1 and SUN 2

proteins can interact with nesprin family proteins found on the outer nuclear membrane, which interacts with the

cytoplasm . A- and B-type lamin proteins have many binding partners and form many interactions with various inner

nuclear membrane proteins and heterochromatin and accordingly play many different roles in the cell, from chromatin

organization to DNA repair . Additionally, it has been found that depending on the tissue type, lamins have

different binding partners, which could cause it to play different roles depending on the tissue type .
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3. Lamin A/C: Gene, Protein, and Nuclear Lamina Structure

The human genome has three genes, which code for lamin proteins; LMNA, LMNB1, and LMNB2 . B-type

lamins are encoded by the LMNB1 and LMNB2 genes. A-type lamins are encoded by the gene LMNA, which, along with

the major isoforms A and C, also encodes minor isoforms C2 and AΔ10 . Lin and Worman used sequencing and

restriction mapping to determine structural organization of the human LMNA gene and found the gene has 12 exons, and

the coding region is around 24 kb . Additionally, it was found that lamin A and lamin C are identical up to the 566th

amino acid . Alternative splicing occurs at exon 10 to result in mRNA for prelamin A and lamin C . B-type lamins

have three subtypes; B1, encoded by LMNB1, and B2 and B3, which are encoded by LMNB2, with B3 being only found in

amphibians and fish .

Lamins have the typical tripartite structure found in other intermediate filaments, made up of a central α helical domain

with a N-terminal head and C-terminal tail on either side . The central α helical rod domain is made up of four

segments 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, connected by subdomains L1, L12, and L2 . Unlike other cytoplasmic intermediate

filaments, lamins also have a nuclear localization signal, and Ig fold in their tail domain . The Ig domain is made up

of two β sheets and plays a role in protein-protein and protein-ligand interaction . Additionally, lamin A has two extra

exons that are spliced out in lamin C, which encode a CAAX box (C = cysteine, A = aliphatic residue, X = any other

residue) . The CAAX box can be modified via farnesylation and allows lamin A’s immature form, prelamin A, to

undergo post-translational modifications . B-type lamins also contain a CAAX box, and unlike lamin A, remain

permanently farnesylated . As lamin C lacks a CAAX box, it is translated as its mature form and requires no further

processing .

As LMNA translation and splicing produces prelamin A, which cannot incorporate into the nuclear lamina, it must be post-

translationally modified to make mature lamin A . To form lamin A, the cysteine of the CAAX box is first farnesylated by

farnesyltransferase, then the last three amino acids of the protein are cleaved by RAS-converting enzyme 1 (RCE1) or

Zmpste24, and the farnesylated cysteine is methylated by isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase (ICMT) .

It is thought that farnesylation helps B-type lamins and lamin A localize to the nuclear envelope . This is further shown

by the fact that during mitosis, B-type lamins, which are permanently farnesylated, remain at the nuclear periphery, while

lamin A, which has its farnesyl moiety cleaved, is far more soluble . As lamin C has no CAAX box and, therefore,

cannot be farnesylated, lamin C is able to rely on other methods localize to the nuclear envelope . Besides

farnesylation, lamin proteins can be targeted to the nuclear envelope via specific membrane receptors, which bind lamins

. Additionally, phosphorylation plays a role in lamin A/C incorporation into the nuclear lamina, as well as disassembly

during mitosis . It is also thought that lamin A can aid lamin C in nuclear envelope localization . Once the lamin A is

localized to the nuclear envelope, Zmpste24 cleaves the last 15 amino acids of the protein, including the farnesylated

cysteine, to form mature lamin A . Proper prelamin A processing is important as incorrect processing can result

in various diseases . For example, if the final 15 amino acids fail to be cleaved, it can lead to progerin, the permanently

farnesylated mutated lamin A found in progeria, an aging disease . Additionally, mutations resulting in a lack of

Zmpste24 can also cause restrictive dermopathy, which results in bone and skin defects, among other complications,

leading to early death in humans . While Zmpste24  mice do not die soon after birth like humans, they do develop

muscle weakness, reduced bone density, and slowed growth .

While generally lamin A and lamin C levels are equal in cells, differences have been found in some tissues, with neuronal

cells appearing to express higher lamin C levels and only lamin C being found in the human skin’s basal layer . In

mice, neuron and glia cells show a lack of lamin A, and it has been found that the brain-specific microRNA miR-9 only

downregulates expression of lamin A but not lamin C in these cell types . Additionally, the lamin A/lamin C ratio has also

been shown to be altered in some diseases such as HIV, type 2 diabetes, progeria, and dilated cardiomyopathy . Lamin

C is also only found in mammals, while lamin A is found in all vertebrates . Studies have also found that lamin A and

lamin C have different binding affinities and partners, one example being SUN1, a nuclear envelope protein, which only

binds lamin A .

As shown in Figure 1a, lamin A/C is commonly found around the nucleus as part of the nuclear lamina, where it

polymerizes to form filaments around the nucleus . Some lamin A/C is also found in the nucleoplasm .

Nucleoplasmic lamin A/C is not polymerized and is more mobile . While some are probably bound to structures

within the nucleus, the mobile portion of nucleoplasmic lamin A is around 60% . Lamin-associated polypeptide 2α

(LAP2α) is a lamin binding partner, which has been found to help in localizing lamin A to the nuclear interior rather than

the lamina .
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Figure 1. Model of known Lamin A/C functions in normal and diseased cells. (a) A-type lamin’s location and binding

partners within the nucleus in normal cells. (b) Effect of low/absent lamin A/C on a cell, including crescent-shaped nuclear

morphology caused by the microtubule organizing center (MTOC) pushing into the nucleus .

Cryo-electron tomography (Cryo-ET) has shown that the nuclear lamina is around 14 nm thick, and the A- and B- type

lamins are found in lamin filaments with alternating tetrameric and hexameric regions . To form these tetrameric

filaments, lamin proteins first form dimers via coiled-coil interactions of their rod domains . In vitro, it has been found

that different types of lamins can form heterotypic dimers, but in vivo, it has been found that lamins likely only form

homotypic dimers . These dimers then assemble end to end, head to tail, to form protofilaments in which the Ig-

domains are spaced about 40 nm apart . Finally, these protofilaments join laterally to form the final tetrameric

filaments found in the nuclear lamina .

While in vitro, lamin filaments form paracrystalline arrays, in vivo, it has been shown with confocal microscopy of HeLa

cells and 3D-SIM imagining of mouse embryonic fibroblasts that A- and B-type lamins instead form a meshwork .

In mammalian somatic cells, A- and B-type isoforms form separate meshworks in the nuclear lamina with the A-type lamin

meshwork facing the nucleoplasm and the B-type lamin meshwork outside of the A-type mesh . The

meshworks are thought to be separate, but the silencing of one isoform has been shown to affect the meshworks of the

remaining isoforms. For example, silencing of lamin B1 led to the enlarging of the lamin A/C mesh . Lamin B1

silencing also caused nuclear blebs, found to contain only lamin A/C and no B-type lamins . It was suggested that

this phenomenon occurred because lamin B1 is found outside the lamin A/C meshwork, holding it in, and, therefore, its

loss causes the lamin A/C meshwork to expand, causing blebs . As silencing one type of lamin was shown to affect the

remaining lamins in the nuclear lamina, it is likely that the different lamin isoforms still interact with each other despite

forming separate meshworks . When it comes to how lamin A is incorporated into the nuclear lamina, one study

found that Sorting Nexin 6, which regulates the trafficking of various proteins, plays a role in lamin A import to the nucleus

using a RAN-GTP (Ras-related nuclear protein) gradient .

During mitosis, the nuclear lamina must disassemble. This is achieved through phosphorylation of the lamina . CDK 1

phosphorylates the lamins during mitosis, and it has been found that A-type lamins leave the nuclear lamina first and are

freely diffusible in the nuclear interior, unlike B-type lamins, which remain near the nuclear periphery even after

phosphorylation . Protein phosphatase 1 dephosphorylates the lamins when reassembly of the lamina is needed . In

addition to phosphorylation, lamins can also undergo various other modifications such as sumoylation, acetylation, and

ubiquitylation . Lamin A/C acetylation has been found to be important for lamin A/C to function correctly. MOF, a lysine

acetyltransferase, which is part of the non-specific lethal (NSL) protein complex acetylates lamin A/C . In MOF

knockout mouse MEFs, loss of lamin A/C acetylation results in lamin A/C having increased solubility, which greatly affects

its functioning in mechanotransduction and resulted in nuclear blebbing, nuclear envelope rupture, transcriptional defects,

and general genomic instability .

4. Lamin A/C in Disease and Cancer

4.1. Laminopathies

As lamin A/C has so many different functions, mutations impairing these functions can lead to a wide variety of diseases.

Diseases involving lamin proteins are called laminopathies and can be primary or secondary  Primary

laminopathies are caused by mutation of the LMNA gene, and secondary laminopathies are caused by Zmpste24 defects,

which prevents prelamin A from successfully being converted to lamin A . Secondary laminopathies can also result

from mutation of other non-lamin genes that interact with lamin such as lamin binding proteins like emerin .

Additionally, while it is lamin A/C mutations that most commonly cause laminopathies, lamin B can also be involved, with

Pelger-Huet anomaly and Greenberg skeletal dysplasia being caused by a mutation to the LBR gene . Laminopathies
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can be caused by lamin A/C mutations affecting both the cell’s structural integrity and genomic stability . Generally

primary laminopathies can be sorted into 4 types; striated muscle disorders, lipodystrophic syndromes, peripheral

neuropathy, and accelerated aging diseases . Secondary laminopathies have caused mandibuloacral disease,

progeroid-like disease, and restrictive dermopathy .

The first disorder lamin A/C was ever found to be implicated in was Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) .

EDMD primarily affects skeletal muscle, but cardiac muscle can also be affected . LMNA mutations can also lead to

dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). DCM is the third leading cause of heart failure in the United States, and about 6% of

cases are caused by LMNA mutations . DCM caused by the inheritance of LMNA mutations is usually autosomal

dominant and typically associated with a more severe phenotype and poorer prognosis than DCM caused by other causes

Lipodystrophic syndromes cause loss of adipose tissue and insulin resistance . As well as lipodystrophic syndromes,

lamin A/C is also implicated in obesity-induced insulin resistance . Lamin A/C increases pro-inflammatory NF-κβ

transcription factor transcription, which mediates adipose tissue macrophage inflammation and can lead to insulin

resistance and type 2 diabetes .

LMNA mutations can also cause accelerated aging disorders like Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) and

Werner syndrome . 90% of all HGPS is caused by a single base-pair substitution at exon 11 of lamin A, which results in

the permanently farnesylated protein progerin . Typically the brain is not affected in HGPS patients, but it has been

found that LMNA expression in the hippocampus increases in late-stage Alzheimer’s . It is also thought lamin A/C may

play a role in regular aging as many of the nuclear defects found in HGPS cells are the same as ones found in cells from

older people .

Currently, laminopathies lack specific treatment. Lipodystrophic syndromes caused by LMNA receive the same treatment

as diabetes Type II or dyslipidemia, such as diet, exercise, metformin, and insulin . Additionally, recombination leptin

therapy can also relieve some of the symptoms of lipodystrophy, like insulin resistance . As for DCM, treatments are the

same as non-LMNA caused heart failure and usually involve pacemakers and heart transplants once the disease

becomes severe enough . One potential target for laminopathy-associated cardiomyopathy treatment is LSD1, a

H3K4me1 demethylase.  A p.H222P Lmna mutation results in autosomal dominant EDMD.  Using mouse embryonic

stem cells and mice with this mutation Guenantin et al. found that a loss of H3K4me1 on the enhancers of genes involved

in epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and cardiogenesis resulted in defective cardiac development.  Inhibiting LSD1

improved cardiogenesis and cardiac function in these cells.  Therefore LSD1 inhibitors like GSK-LSD1 could potentially

be tested for use in treating laminopathy-associated cardiomyopathy.  For HSPG, there have been several studies

looking into various potential treatments. One such potential treatment is using farnesyl-transferase inhibitors such as

lonafarnib to alleviate problems in HGPS cells, but while lonafarnib has been shown to improve nuclear shape in HGPS

cells, it is too toxic for long term treatment . Another potential HGPS treatment is progerinin (SLC-D011), a

modified form of progerin-lamin A binding inhibitor JH4, which is not severely toxic at high concentrations.  When tested

in mouse models of progeria, progerinin increased mouse body weight, decreased progerin levels, and increased life span

for a longer interval than Ionafarnib.  In vivo base editing is also being looked into as a potential HGPS treatment.

Since HGPS is often caused by a CG to TA  mutation in LMNA, adenine base editors (ABE) have been used to try and

correct the mutation in fibroblast cell lines derived from progeria patients and progeria mouse models.  In the cell lines,

ABE reduced progerin levels and improved nuclear morphology.  Additionally, cardiovascular disease is a frequent

cause of death in progeria patients, and in mouse models, ABE treatment resulted in preserved vascular smooth muscle

cell (VSMC) counts and increased life span when compared to saline-injected controls.  Another study found that

inhibiting isoprenylcysteine carboxymethyltransferase (ICMT), which methylates progerin, could be a potential HGPS

treatment.  In HGPS mouse models Lmna  and Lmna , the knockout of the ICMT gene resulted in

longer life span and normalized VSMC numbers.  C75, a ICMT inhibitor was also tested on human HGPS cell lines and

was found to delay senescence and increase cell proliferation.   However, as C75 has poor predicted bioavailability, a

new compound would be needed to test ICMT inhibition in vivo.  Overall, most current treatments for laminopathies

focus on treating symptoms rather than the root cause.

4.2. Cancer

Cancer cells have dysregulated gene expression, alterations in signaling pathways, overall genomic instability, and

abnormal nuclear shape . As lamin A/C plays many roles in the cell, including regulating gene expression,

participating in signaling pathways, and maintaining proper nuclear shape, it is likely lamin A/C also plays a role in the

development and/or maintenance and propagation of cancer cells. Cancer cells frequently have irregular lamin A/C

expression and, as seen in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3, lamin A/C can be over or under-expressed in many different

cancer types. Additionally, lamin A/C also shows incorrect cytoplasmic localization in some cancer cells as well as
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abnormal internal lamin A/C structures within the nucleus . However, since lamin A/C plays so many

different roles in cells and its function can vary across different tissue types, its effect in cancer, as shown by Table 1,

Table 2 and Table 3, is highly variable across different cancer subtypes, and there is no overall expression pattern for

lamin A/C in cancer . Additionally, while lamin A/C expression levels are often measured together, some studies

have found lamin A and lamin C expression is not always affected equally in some cancers, further complicating lamin

A/C’s effect on cancer .

Table 1. Lamin A/C expression effect on different cancer cell lines.

Cell and Cancer Type Lamin A/C Expression Effect on Cancer Reference

Lung cancer cell lines A549, and

H1299
Decrease in lamin A/C Increased tumor senescence

Human non-small cell lung

carcinoma H 1299, human

osteosarcoma U-2 OS, human

cervix carcinoma HeLa

Lamin A/C mutated to

S22A-progerin
Increased cellular senescence

Breast adenocarcinoma cell lines

MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468
Lamin A/C knockout

Decreased cell’s resistance to fluid

shear stress

Human pre-metastatic colon

adenocarcinoma cell line SW480

Transfected with GFP-

lamin A

Downregulated E-cadherin and

increased cell motility

Human pre-metastatic colon

adenocarcinoma cell line SW480
Lamin A/C upregulated Increased cell motility

Human ovarian cancer cell line

H08910

Lamin A/C

overexpressed, Lamin

A/C 30–40% inhibited,

lamin A/C 70–80%

inhibited

Lamin A/C overexpressed: Decreased

migration through 3 μm pore. 30–40%

inhibited: Increased migration through

3 μm pore. 70–80% inhibited:

Decreased migration through 3 μm

pore

Prostate cancer cell line DU145

and breast cancer cell line BT-

549

Lamin A/C depleted
Emerin mislocalized and nuclear

membrane had blebbing

Neuroblastoma cell line SH-

SY5Y

Lamin A/C

downregulated
Tumor initiating cells developed

Breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-

231 in suspension culture

Lamin A/C

downregulated

Decreased adhesion and

reattachment of cells

Prostate cancer cell line PC3,

DU145, and LNCaP
Lamin A/C upregulated

Increased PI3k subunit, p110, and

p85 expression and increased growth

and invasive capabilities

Prostate cancer cell line PC-3M-

1E8 and PC-3M-2B4
Lamin A/C knockdown

Cell growth was inhibited and colony

formation was decreased. E-cadherin

downregulated. Vimentin, snail, and

slug upregulated
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Table 2. Lamin A/C expression found in patient samples.

Cancer Type Lamin A/C Expression Reference

56 invasive ductal

carcinoma samples

Majority of samples heterogeneous for lamin A/C expression, 38% had

no lamin A/C expressed

656 colorectal

adenocarcinoma tumor

samples

70% positive for lamin A/C, 30% negative

73 breast cancer tumor

samples

84.9% had low lamin A/C expression (low defined as less than 50% of

cancer cells stained positive for lamin A/C)

33 small cell lung

carcinomas (SCLC), 72 non-

small cell lung carcinomas

(34 adenocarcinoma, 30

squamous cell carcinoma, 8

large cell carcinoma)

91% of SCLC had negative or low lamin A/C expression, 3% of non-

SCLC had negative or low lamin A/C expression

115 breast cancer tissue

samples
Lower lamin A/C than found in non-cancerous breast tissue.

126 gastric carcinoma

samples

70 positive for lamin A/C 56 negative for lamin A/C (lamin A/C

associated with poorer prognosis and lower differentiation)

87 endometrial cancer

samples
Lamin A was reduced in all high-grade endometrial cancer samples

61 epithelial ovarian cancer

samples
Lower lamin A expression than normal and benign controls

17 primary colorectal

carcinomas, 18

adenomatous polyps

Lamin A/C reduced or absent in all samples

128 breast

adenocarcinomas
Lamin C expression increased, Lamin A expression decreased

76 cervical uterine smears

(CUS)

39% normal expression, 28% weak, 33% none. Oncogenic HPV

infection rate highest in group with no lamin A/C staining.

219 stage II and 151 stage

III colon cancer samples

17.8% low lamin A/C expression, Reoccurrence of cancer 45.5% in low

lamin A/C expression group compared to 29.6% in high lamin A/C

expression group

94 prostate tumor tissue

microarrays

Lamin A/C had low expression in tumor regions with a Gleason pattern

(GP) less than 3 and higher expression in regions with a GP of 4 or 5
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4 prostate adenocarcinoma

cohorts

Lamin A/C mRNA reduced when the Gleason score is 8, but the level

increases above Gleason score 8 and in metastatic regions

Tissue microarray from 501

prostate cancer patients

Low lamin A/C associated with increased lymph node metastasis and

disease-specific death

Tissue cores from 94

prostate tumor samples
Lamin A expression higher in higher Gleason score tumors

Biopsies from 9 patients with

Hodgkin’s disease

Most Reed-Sternberg and Hodgkin cells expressed lamin A/C while

surrounding B and T lymphocytes did not.

Table 3. Lamin A/C expression effect on different cancers in patient samples.

Cancer Type Lamin A/C Expression Effect on Cancer Reference

Invasive breast

carcinoma

Reduced lamin A/C

expression

More aggressive phenotype than tumors with

high lamin A/C expression

Stage II and Stage

III colon cancer

tumors

Low lamin A/C expression Increased disease recurrence

Colorectal

adenocarcinoma

tumors

Sample either did or did not

express lamin A/C

Mortality risk twice as high as tumors not

expressing lamin A/C
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